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CONSTRUCTIVE TRUSTS 
A. Institutional 
 On the happening of an event  

a. Trustee/fiduciary accountable for breach of duty 
b. Knowing assistance  
c. Knowing receipt  

B. Remedial 
 Unconscionable for a party to rely on their legal title  

1. Relationship ends without ATTRIBUTABLE BLAME   

 Personal relationship deteriorates without the 
occurrence of criminal or similarly reprehensible 
behavior 

 

2. Party UNINTENTIONALLY BENEFITS from contribution  

 Court will consider any express or implied K  
 

3. UNCONSCIONABLE for party to benefit from other  

 Unconscionability will attract the intervention of 
equity and the imposition of a constructive trust.  

 

4. Determine PROPORTION held on CT    

 See Baumgartner 
 

5. Make FINANCIAL ADJUSTMENT secured by lien    
 

A)   ‘In kind’ contributions  

i. Must be more than simply the performance of 
the valuable role of the provision of love, care 
and support Lloyd v Tedesco  

ii. Must be prior and deliberate intention that the 
contribution was made for the material (but not 
sole) purpose to provide for the parties’ mutual, 
material, welfare and security.  

 Must be considered prospectively not 
retrospectively.   

B)    (Financial) improvements to property 

 Obtain increase in property value Silvester v Sands 
× Not cost of the repairs, maintenance or 

improvements 
=        No increase in value no increase in beneficial interest  

Both parties’ intented to hold equally  
 Muschinski v Dodds M contributes 10/11 of purchase 

price. D promised to repair property and build M a 
business office. Legal title was 50/50. Improvements 
to the property never occurred. Held: D seeking prior 
legal advice shows both parties intention to equally 
hold the property AFTER M received initial 
contribution. D was holding partial amount of his 
share on trust FOR M.  

 Baumgartner v Baumgartner Parties unmarried but 
lived together for 4 years and pulled their recourses 
for mortgage repayments. M sold his unit and used 
funds to purchase a house in his name only. Valid CT 
(1) equally owned (2) subtracting M’s initial 
contribution, sole payments made after end of 

relationship and value of furniture taken by F. After 
adjustments M = 55% F = 45%.  

Issue 1: Was purchase of land and house done for purpose of 
relationship? 

 YES  
Issue 2: Was mortgage repayments, rent to secure 
accommodation, or a mortgage contribution? 

 For present accommodation expenses AND to secure 
parties’ future accommodation = repayments also for 
purpose of relationship. 

Issue 3: Would it be unconscionable for legal title to retain 
solely by M? 

 YES b/c parties have lived together for multiple years + 
pulled their resources   

CT v RT different outcomes 
Court considers CT more equitable Anson  
CT = time of purchase + time of entire relationship.  
RT = only consider of contributions during transaction  

Timing of CT   
When it is in the interest of justice court can award a CT 
prior to court proceeding 

Creditor’s interests  
Re Sabri Held: Husband’s rights are subject to the wife’s 
interest and therefore it would be unconscionable for the 
TIB to have better title than the husband would at the time 
of bankruptcy. Wife entitled to house. CT can be 
backdated. 
1/09/1992 - Husband committed an act of bankruptcy  
16/04/1993 - Family Court property settlement application  
1/06/1993 - Terms of settlement filed in Court.  

 Wife gets mortgage b/c going to pay husband out and 
remain in house.  

16/06/1993 - Consent orders finalized 

 Husband gets money and house absolutely transferred to 
wife  

19/11/1993 - Bankruptcy Trustee applies to have transfer 
reversed.  

 TIB argued right arose in 1992 on lodgment of 
bankruptcy.  

 Husband failed to fully disclosure in consent orders = 
unconscionable act.  

 Basis for wife’s claim arises from the common enterprise 
(martial relationship), which meant that she contributed 
over a substantial period prior to the act of bankruptcy.  

 Remedial CT b/c spouse not fiduciaries.  
o While remedial CT usually arises on 

judgment, there were only consent orders.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RESULTING TRUSTS  
A. Failure to exhaust a beneficial interest 

Undistributed surplus  
 Re Gillngham accident left 24 marine cadets dead and 

public subscription raised $9,000 only $2,500 
expended.  

Clause: furthering such worthy causes in the memory of the 
boys who lost their lives as they mayors may determine.  
Issue: could the funds (a) be applied Cy-pres (b) returned to 
the donors, or (c) given to the Crown?  
Held: where money is held on trust and does not exhaust 
the fund, it will revert back to the donors b/c donor only 
intended to part with money absolutely subject to his 
wishes (as declared by the declaration of the trust) being 
carried into effect.   
(a) Implied that money would not be used for another 
purpose 
(b) Practical not legal problem that beneficiaries could not 
be located. Money must be returned in equal portions to 
donors who prove their contribution  
(c) Any excess money not claimed (either by donor or their 
next in kin) would go to the Crown as a last resort  

B. Contributions to the purchase of property 
If a RT is established then X and Y hold the legal estate in 
trust for themselves jointly in shares proportionate to their 
contributions.  
1. Contributions must be made prior to, at the time of 

purchase, or so immediately after as to form part of 
the transaction Gylnn v Comm of Stamp Duties   

2. Mortgage repayments are not contributions Calverly 
v Green 

 Rather they are payments made to the lender in order 
to secure the release of a charge  

a. Direct evidence to the contrary 
1. Both parties intention is crucial  
2. Need evidence  

 Muschinski v Dodds Evidence showed at there was a 
mutual intention for the legal title to be divided 
equally from the beginning not over time as the work 
was completed thus REBUTTED  

b. Presumption of advancement 
1. Can only ‘advance’ an individual named on legal title  

a. Parent  child  
b. Husband  wife  

2. If established = legal estate is at home with equitable 
estate thus no RT 

Matrimonial home deemed to be held equally Cummins v 
Cummins  

 Exception to the advancement of people not on title.  
 
Rebuttal  
Gylnn v Comm of Stamp Duties taking dividends did not 
rebut presumption of advancement as evidence at the time 
of transaction is only admissible.  

Illegality not fatal  
Nelson v Nelson Mother provided funds. Daughter and son, 
held LT so mother could LT receive govt subsidy (fraud). 
Held: Mother entitled to admit evidence and entitled to the 
relief. Cf Tinsley v Milligan  

 No intermediate and necessary relation between the 
illegality and the claim – court does not need to give 
effect to the illegality to recognize intention 

 To not grant relief would impose an unnecessary 
sanction on the mother and lead to the unjust 
enrichment of children who were willing participants 
in the illegality.  

 BUT mother has to make good the illegality (i.e. repay 
the Cth the value of the subsidy obtained).  
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EQUITABLE ASSIGNMENTS    
 Cannot assign ‘bare rights’ Glegg v Bromley (e.g. right 

to sue for damages in tort) 
Methods of assignment: 
A. Trust  

a. Declaration  
b. Settlement  

B. Transfer  
 Intention is key  
Rule: if ‘settlement’ is intended to be effectuated by one 
mode but person giving away the right fails to comply with 
requirements the court will not infer other modes Milroy v 
Lord (s 200 PLA) 

John v Lock Father stated, “I give to this baby and I am 
going put it away for him.” Wife responded, “don’t because 
baby is going to tear it up.” Father replied, “it is his own 
and he may do what he likes with it.”  
Issue 1: Was there an assignment? NO  
× Never ‘endorsed’ the cheque  
Issue 2: Was there a trust? NO  
× Nothing father said evidences a certainty of intention. 

Needed to state “I hold this for baby” not “I give this 
to baby” 

Rule: Maxim = equity will not perfect an imperfect gift. 
Therefore, no trust created as every failed transfer would 
result in creation of a trust.  

Present property?  
CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS  

 Repayments of a debt  

 Rights to property (e.g. royalties)  

 Right to declared dividends  
ADMINISTERED ESTATE  

 Legatee’s right Schultz 
TRUST 

 Entitled beneficial interest under a trust - 
“Distributions that I am entitled to” 

A. LEGAL chose in action  
A. Land LTA 
B. Shares Corps  
C. Debts, rights under a K s 199 PLA  

a. ASSIGNABLE AT LAW (STATUTORY) 
Shares  

1. Proper instrument of transfer s 1071B(2) Corps  
2. Share certificates s 1070C Corps  

Property 
To effect an assignment under statute (s 199 LTA) must be:  
1. In writing 
2. Signed by assignor (if deed – assumed)  
3. Express written notice to the TP (debtor)  
4. Must be an absolute assignment  

 100% + non-conditional  
5. Notice 

 Simply required to convey to the debtor/obligor that 
right has been transferred from the assignor to 
assignee (Showa v Oceanic Life)  

 No special form required. Must inform obligor of 
transfer expressly by a direct and definite statement. 

b. EQUITABLE ASSIGNMENT 
(i). Statute not complied with  

A. Consideration?  
1. Clear intention to assign  
2. Consideration has passed – binds the conscience of 

the assignor -Holroyd v Marshall  

B. Gift?   
1. Donor must of done everything he/she alone can do 

to put it beyond his/her recall Milroy v Lord; s 200 
PLA 

 Casten v Casten Father wished to assign join tenant 
interest to son. Provided his solicitor with instrument 
of transfer and instructions to release COT to son for 
registration. Solicitor delayed as researching. Father 
successfully assigned (registered) to second son 
instead. Held: first assignment invalid as a client can 
change their instructions to own solicitors and 
therefore did not ‘put beyond his recall’.  

2. Requirement depends on type of property  
a. Assignment under s 199 

1. Writing 
2. Signed - Norman v FCT  

b. Land  
1. Certificate of title  
2. Instrument of transfer  

1. Corin v Patton COT with bank at all times. Needed to 
instruct bank to release title for registration. 

a. Shares (Corps Act) 
1. Share certificate  
2. Instrument of transfer  

(ii). Assignment conditional or not absolute  
A. Consideration  
1. Clear intention to assign  
2. Consideration has passed Holroyd v Marshall  

B. Gift  
1. Clear intention to make immediate and irrevocable 

transfer of present property of the chose in action 
(Norman)  

2. Communicate to witness (no writing requirement) 
3. Notice not necessary but prudent  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. EQUITABLE chose in action  
Can only be assigned at equity  
TRUST 

 Any distribution under a trust  
RIGHT TO UNDMINISTERED ESTATE  

 Legatee’s right under unadministered estate 
PARTNER’S ASSETS  

 In a partnership  
MORTGAGE  

 Interest of equitable mortgagee 

 Mortgagor’s equity of redemption under a legal 
mortgage 

a. Under s 199 PLA (not mandatory) 
1. In writing  
2. Signed by assignor (if deed – assumed)  
3. Express written notice to the TP (debtor)  
4. Must be an absolute assignment  
5. Notice 

b. Equity  
3. Clear intention to make immediate and irrevocable 

transfer of present property of the chose in action 
Norman  

4. Compliance with s 11(1)(c) PLA  

 Must be manifested or proved by some writing by the 
person disposing of the same  

i. Formality  
Not required as a range of different documents can 
be used Social Security Dept v James 

ii. Timing  
o If writing existed earlier to oral expression of 

intention to assign = invalid  
o If writing is provided after oral expression of 

intention to sign = valid   
 Assignment takes effect at time of oral expression but 

not enforceable until writing is provided 
5. Notice is not required but is prudent  
Dearle v Hall property was left on trust to pay half income 
to Brown. B mortgage half of his beneficial interest to D 
and to S. B then sold the property to H who did not have 
notice of the two mortgages. H gave notice to trustee and 
therefore H took the property free from the mortgages b/c 
he was the first to give notice and therefore had priority.  

Future property?  
NON-EXISTENT PROPERTY  

 Undeclared dividends  

 Royalties themselves 

 Interest payable at will  
UNADMINISTERED ESTATE  

 Specific piece of property under unadministered 
estate  

 Legatee’s right under unadministered estate if not 
deceased  

DISCRETIONARY TRUST 

 Beneficiary’s interest under discretionary trust (both 
property itself or rights to property)  

Must be for consideration Palette Shoes 
Requisite intention  

 No form of words are required for an equitable 
assignment but it’s necessary to find an intention to 
assign Shepherd 

Timing  

 When consideration passes assignment agreement 
effected  

Assignee interests Palette Shoes 

 Prospective right to property is higher than right to 
specific performance  

 Assignor holds property on CT when receives it  
 
INTEREST Norman  
Interest on loan (payable at will)  
Majority: interest = future property  

 It left the borrower to decide whether such a 
relationship should exist in the following years. 
If such a relationship should exist, the loan 
agreement recorded the applicable terms.   

 Gave the lender no right in any possible event to 
insist upon there being a loan in existence in 
that year. Thus, only an expectancy that loan 
would exist in the future.  

Dissent: interest = present property  

 K to pay a sum of money on a future day 
calculated on conditions presently agreed.  

 Right arises at time of K formation 
 
DIVIDENDS 
Depend on whether declared Norman 
 
ROYALTIES Shepherd  
Majority: Right to the royalties = present property 
Dissent: Portion of the amount that may arise b/c of the 
royalties right = future property  
 “All my right, title and interest in and to an amount equal 
to 90% of the income by way to royalties from the sale of 
the castors, which may arise during a period of three years 
from the date of the assignment.”  
Two options:  
a. 90% of the right to royalties (arises on K formation) 
b. 90% of royalties themselves  
Held: present property and thus assignable b/c no 
consideration needed  
 
PARTNER’S INTEREST IN PARTNERSHIP ASSETS 
Everett E solicitor wanted to assign portion of his interest in 
law firm. E did so by deed and for consideration. Held: 
assigning the right to income not the income itself, thus 
arises on K formation = present property.  
  


